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DESTINATION: Prague, quiet residential area near historical centre  BENEFITS: Luxurious ambience of boutique hotel and top-class spa
EXPLORE: www.palaishotel.cz, www.vi-hotels.com

FA L L  I N  L O V E  W I T H  L U X U R Y  AT  L E  PA L A I S  H O T E L  P R A G U E

+++++

Marriage proposal, engagement, renewal of marriage vows, candlelight dinner, wedding, honeymoon or anniversary celebration – these 
are very special moments in our live and bring our beloved one’s together. You can experience all these exciting and special moments in 
our romantic hotel in the heart of the Golden City Prague! At the Le Palais Hotel Prague, we are pleased to make dreams come true. Our 
dedicated Event Manager helps you to make the most important day of your life truly memorable.

What we o! er you:
 ! Accommodation in a luxury suite in Prague specially prepared for this unique opportunity 
 ! Relaxing couple massage for newlyweds at unique holistic Pure Spa 
 ! Hotel limousine transfer to and from the wedding ceremony 
 ! Decoration of the executive suite at the wedding night 
 ! Champagne, chocolate fountain with fruits, fresh fl owers and snacks in the executive suite 
during the preparation for the wedding ceremony 

 ! Wedding celebration for up to 100 guests 
 ! Rich private breakfast in the luxurious suite 

http://www.palaishotel.cz
http://www.vi-hotels.com


The day for couples is often a thorn in the side of those who are single

R
omance, passion and admiration are just some of the terms

that our society has branded on Feb. 14, also known as

Valentine’s Day.  For some people, however, the mood

might be marred by the absence of someone to share the

day with. Many people believe that it’s difficult to enjoy

Valentine’s Day when one is not in a relationship. 

However, if you’re single and are determined to escape the threats of

melancholia, here are some suggestions for having a happy Valentine’s

Day after all. 

The most straightforward option for all those who fear spending the

day single is to simply ignore it. While this may seem almost impossible at

first due to countless advertising slogans in multiple venues stating “Love

is in the air,” it is actually easy to ignore Valentine’s Day if one would just

bear in mind the facts. 

Few people actually know why Feb. 14 is associated with love and

romance. Significantly, the origin of Valentine’s Day goes way back to a

time when there were no shop windows overflowing with fluffy pink

hearts and no cinemas that offer a special romantic screening.  >>

How to spend 
Valentine’s Day

(without a Valentine)

SINGLELIFE
TEXT: ada von Kayser
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T
he holiday of love has its roots somewhere in 270 A.D. It

is believed by many scholars that around this time, there

was a priest living in ancient Rome named Valentine.  He

lived under Emperor Claudius II, who had banned mar-

riage for soldiers as he believed it made men emotionally

unsuited for battle.  Valentine, however, felt for all lovers who were

denied marriage and began secretly marrying young soldiers to their

loves, despite Claudius II’s law. 

When he was found out, Claudius II had Valentine killed, and he was

later named a saint. Therefore, our modern Valentine’s Day is not

inspired by someone giving red roses to females, but by someone who

defied a mighty ruler. Just pretend that all of the pink and red decora-

tions are put up to commemorate political defiance of unjust laws.

Also, it is obvious that the Valentine’s Day we celebrate today is com-

pletely and thoroughly characterized by precisely targeted, lovey-dovey

marketing, with the anticipated result that the purchase of flowers, choco-

lates and other romantic gifts is considerably higher than usual. While

many people are pulled into this commercial stream, you should be glad

that you are not part of this trickery. You can pride yourself on not having

to be an easily manipulated sheep at the hands of master marketers.

If this isn’t enough to ignore Valentine’s Day, keep in mind that there

are also other utterly non-romantic events that occurred on the Feb. 14,

apart from the occurrences around St. Valentine. For example, Penicillin

was discovered by Alexander Fleming and Aretha Franklin recorded

“Respect.” 

Therefore, remember that people in the past have done more impor-

tant things on Feb. 14 than celebrate Valentine’ day. Just follow your

usual daily routine and listen to Aretha Franklin while you’re doing it.  

However, if you’re unable — or simply unwilling — to ignore the holi-

day of love, spend it with the ones you love most, your friends and family.

Ask your best single friend out on a platonic date and eat all the culinary

recommendations for couples. Have a movie night with others.

Fortunately, Feb. 14  falls on a Friday this year, which can even be an

opportunity to spend the weekend visiting family or friends who don’t live

close by.  Don’t confuse being single on Valentine’s Day with being alone. 

Also, there is the option of mak-

ing Feb. 14 the day where you

treat no one but yourself. You can

simply become your own

Valentine. Enjoy your singleness

and your independence. Do all the

things that you wouldn’t be able to

do in a relationship. 

There won’t be many chances in

life where you can use the money

you would probably spend on

someone else’s gift on yourself

without feeling guilty. 

Also, if you feel like it, you can

still do the typical things linked to

Cupid’s Day by yourself. Eat a box of heart-shaped chocolates and

watch a romantic movie. 

Lastly, if you sense that you are beginning to feel for yourself,

remember that there will also be a Valentine’s Day next year which you

might already spend with someone special. Overall, “love” is the term

that ultimately brands Valentine’s Day and love is for all. 

a viCtorian-era valentine’s
day Card, WHen mass mar-
KetinG of tHe Holiday beGan.

i, Claudius ii, prefer to be alone

SINGLELIFE
TEXT: ada von Kayser

EMPEROR CLAUDIUS II, WHO WAS
KNOW FOR HIS CRUELTY ON AND OFF
THE BATTLEFIELD, WAS INDIRECTLY
RESPONSIBLE FOR VALENTINE’S DAY.
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become a star

500+ designer dresses for every occasion

the largest evening gown 

and party dresses rental

store in

Prague

P         R         A         H         A

www.maksstudio.cz

 caroline@maksstudio.com

U páté baterie 940/36

162 00 Praha 6
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Looking for a wedding venue that includes a castle but doesn’t

require you and your many guests to travel too far away from the

capital? Or even to leave the city at all? In recent years, Chateau St.

Havel, a castle in the leafy neighborhood of Krč, 15 minutes via

metro from downtown Prague, has become a favorite location for

couples seeking magnificent old-world charm away from the tourists

buzzing around the two more famous castles (Prague Castle and

Vyšehrad) in the heart of the city.

CHATEAU ST. HAVEL
WHERE: Před nádražím 6, Prague–Krč
+420 241 445 717, 
Chateauhotel.cz/en

With a history going back as far as the 13th century, the castle

certainly has the pedigree to pass as a venue for a ceremony that is

meant to seal the commitment of two people “as long as [they] both

shall live.” After falling into disrepair during the 20th century, the

premises were renovated between 2001 and 2006, and today it

operates as both a wedding venue and a hotel. Alice Tremlová, the

hotel’s event and wedding manager, says although the venue was at

first mostly used by foreigners, Czechs now make up almost an

equal proportion of the wedding couples. “We got some feedback

from our guests, and when our restaurant started its lunch menus, and

people working in the area started coming here to eat, they discovered

what more we had to offer,” Tremlová says.

A castle
fit for newlyweds
Located in leafy Krč, Chateau St. Havel has a convenient location... 

ROMANCEDESTINATIONS
TEXT andré Crous STAFF WRITER
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I
n the summer, the greenery surrounding the castle provides

ample photo opportunities for the newlyweds, as the recep-

tion area leads out onto a knoll with a fountain, from where

there is a lovely view over the park. It is no wonder this is

where most couples prefer to have the ceremony, as well,

although the hotel has an intimate chapel that also dates from more

than 700 years ago, complete with stained-glass windows, inside the

main building. 

For the marriage ceremony and reception, Chateau St. Havel can

accommodate up to 80 guests, but the chapel is suitable for about

half that number. The hotel can arrange a religious ceremony if the

couple chooses to have one, although Tremlová says the weddings,

like most in the Czech Republic, tend to be civil ceremonies.

The hotel has various wedding packages available to couples,

ranging from 15,000 Kč for the venue to the exclusive 50,000 Kč

package that also includes accommodation in the splendid bridal

suite for the newlyweds on the top floor of the castle and rooms for

the other guests, too. 

Chateau St. Havel saw its busiest year for weddings in 2013, when

it organized some 90 of them. According to Tremlová, they see the

figures increase every year, and by the end of January this year, their

weekends were already fully booked for spring and summer (from

May to October). 

There was a time when guests at the hotel were mainly those who

came for a wedding, but Tremlová says over the past few years, as

people have discovered the venue and its other offerings, such as

the wellness center, a large number of the guests have been coming

for the hotel itself. If a wedding party needs more rooms than what

the hotel has available for the particular night, Chateau St. Havel

cooperates with a few other top-class hotels in the area, including U

Vladaře and Nosál, and provides transport between the hotels to

make their stay as comfortable as possible.

Tremlová says the brides-to-be sometimes arrive at the hotel the

night before to have themselves pampered at the wellness center

before their big day. The center includes private saunas and whirlpools,

with massage areas where refreshments can be ordered at any time,

and delicacies that are available from the kitchen of renowned televi-

sion chef Ondřej Slanina. A whole range of massages is available,

including with hot stones, as well as a banana leaf body wrap.

The venue’s proximity to the city center and its beautiful sur-

roundings, not to forget the centuries-old castle itself, will likely con-

tinue to draw guests from here and abroad to kick off the new

chapter in the couple’s life in style.

- André Crous can be reached at acrous@praguepost.com
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for tHe marriaGe Ceremony and reCeption, CHateau st. Havel 
Can aCCommodate up to 80 Guests
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W
hile the language of flowers has been used

around the world over many centuries, the

real interest in their meaning developed in

Victorian England and in the US during the

19th century. This is because it was a time

when it was often forbidden to speak of true feelings aloud, flowers

functioned as a way of communication of sending coded messages. 

Nowadays, flowers still have the ability to express things through

their floral code that one may not be able to put into words. 

The most popular and celebrated Valentine’s Day flower is with no

doubt the red rose. The color red by itself traditionally stands for

deep love and passion and the red rose has been associated with

romance for centuries. Nothing says “I love you” as honestly and

straightforwardly as a red rose, or even better, multiple red roses.

Roses also signify respect, beauty and appreciation. 

However, red roses aren’t the only flowers that declare love to

their receiver. Red tulips do too. Red tulips aren’t as elegant or as

blunt as red roses, but sometimes they might be just the right

choice to express what can’t be put into words. Red tulips also

emphasize the trustworthiness of the giver. 

Of course, red flowers aren’t the only ones that can express deep

emotion towards someone. While irises in general stand for eloquence,

a yellow iris symbolizes passion. Yellow roses symbolize joy, friendship

and freedom. Daffodils stand for chivalry and eternal life, but their main

message is “the sun is always shining when I’m with you.”

The Language
of flowers and love...
Before text messages & emoticons, a bouquet often carried meaning

ROMANCETRADITIONS
TEXT ada von Kayser
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tHe iris stands for eloquenCe, aCCordinG to tHe viCtorian-era Code PHOTO raymond JoHnston



However, despite their cheerful color some yellow flowers also

transmit negative messages. For example, while hyacinth flowers

commonly stand for playfulness, a yellow hyacinth blossom reflects

jealousy. In Mexico, yellow roses are a sign of death and in France

they symbolize infidelity. Also, if you present a bouquet of yellow

daffodils to someone in Wales they stand for happiness, but a single

daffodil tells of misfortune. This shows that a flower’s message can

also change depending on the country.

Blue or purple flowers might be a less common gift on Valentine’s

Day; however, they symbolize very strong emotions as well.

Sometimes it might be hard to tell these two colors apart, but they

transmit very different messages. A blue hyacinth represents con-

stancy and a purple one stands for sorrow. 

A blue iris reflects faith and hope, while a purple blossom symbol-

izes wisdom and valor. A blue bell flower (which has a rather purple

appearance despite its name) is symbolic of humility. Violets reflect

faithfulness and the message “I will always be true.” 

Lastly, white flowers carry powerful messages for the recipient as

well. Elegant white flowers are often used as wedding decorations,

as they represent the purity of a new bond between lovers. A white

hyacinth symbolizes loveliness, while a white lily stands for beauty.

White carnations reflect innocence and white roses symbolize per-

fection and honesty. In fact, specifically white roses show the recipi-

ent that your feelings and intentions come straight from the heart.

However, white flowers are also those that are the most versatile in

their language. White roses for example are often displayed at wed-

dings, but they are also used at funerals to offer condolences. White

flowers in general also stand for secrecy. 

OTHER EXAMPLES OF FLOWERS AND THEIR MEANINGS: 

Amaryllis: Splendid Beauty 
Freesia: Innocence
Anthurium: youthful innocence 
Snapdragon: Desire
Sunflower: Pure thoughts 
Aster: Patience 
Birds of Paradise: Joyfulness 
White heather: Wishes will come true 
Mistletoe: Kiss me
Monkshood: Beware 
Orchid: Beautiful Lady 
Petunia: Anger 
Buttercup: Childishness
Dahlia: Dignity 
Rhododendron: Strength
Narcissus: Pride
Jasmine: Cleanliness
Agapanthis: Immortality
Auricula:Money does not bring happiness
Blue periwinkle: Friendship
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FINESTYLE
TEXT: raymond JoHnston
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“'Cause i KnoW tHere is strenGtH
in tHe differenCes betWeen us

and i KnoW tHere is Comfort
WHere We overlap...”

-ANI DIFRANCO'S OVERLAP



A
few wedding trends have been emerg-

ing to make the special day more fun

and a bit less formal. People’s growing

concerns for the environment can be

addressed in eco weddings. Boho chic

and barn weddings do away with a lot of the formalities.

And finally, unplugged weddings get people off of their

mobile phones and into action with real people.

“A real trend is eco-friendly weddings. No more

printed menus and seating plans but chalkboards that

will look great at a country barn wedding. No flower

center pieces that will be thrown away the day, after

but herbs in pots that will be re-used,” Petra Gatek, the

founder of White Agency, told the Prague Post. White

Prague Wedding Agency has a decade of experience in

planning weddings.

The eco-friendly idea can easily fit in with boho chic, a

style with unconventional elements. “It is simply a

bohemian wedding that is everything but traditional. No

round structured bouquet but loose, sometimes over-

sized bouquets of meadow flowers. It has Lot of vintage

and design-it-yourself elements. No up hairdos for the

bride but loose, flowy hairstyles with flowers in it. No

planned official speeches … and official sit down dinners

but more of a barefoot dancing and buffet style recep-

tion,” Gatek said.

A rustic farm setting can be used instead of a tradition-

al restaurant or hotel for boho chic and eco weddings.

There are some changes in wedding dresses as well.

While the sleeveless look has been popular for decades,

‘Boho chic’
and eco weddings
lead the current trends
Some preparation needs to go into a dream-day wedding, but there are
people who can help...
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more people are opting for long, elegant sleeves. “Sleeveless gowns

were modern for so long, therefore I think it’s time for a change,”

Gatek said, adding that dramatic lace veils were also back in fashion,

as is more lace on the dresses and for the bride and bridesmaids. 

A
nother change that Gatek welcomes has more to

do with the guests than with the bride. “I hope the

new unplugged wedding trend will become popular

more this year. With the growing technology some

people stopped having fun and have been con-

stantly taking photos and videos during the ceremony and recep-

tion, and sometimes immediately posting photos on all kinds of

social media,” she said. 

At an unplugged wedding, only the professional photographer

takes pictures and the guests are supposed to stay away from smart-

phones, tablets, music players and other electronic devices. 

Gatek stresses that each wedding should be unique. Here agency

works with clients to bring out ideas. “We believe that each wedding

is very personal and that's the way we approach wedding planning.

We always listen and try to get to know our clients first in order to

provide theme ideas for the wedding that truly reflect their personali-

ty and character,” she said.

The theme is then connected to every little detail in a wedding includ-

ing the invitation, personal wedding website, decorations, favors for

guests and even the dress color of the court interpreter in a ceremony.

Among the themes that White Agency did recently are a hippie

wedding with early 1970s styles, a bubble wedding with ball-shaped

designs and a monochrome wedding with limited use of color. 

Upcoming weddings include an Art Deco theme to be held at the

Alchymist Hotel and a barn wedding at Čapí Hnízdo, a resort with

main building designed to resemble a giant stork’s nest. “Due to the

growing trend of barn/boho weddings the Čapí Hnízdo resort is

becoming popular,” she said.  

But Old Town Hall still remains a popular site for the wedding cere-

mony itself. Other top choices in Prague include Vrtbovská Garden,

and churches such as St. Nicholas, St. Peter and Paul at Vyšehrad,

and St Thomas in Malá Strana. For those who want a castle or fairy-

tale wedding, Hluboka in Southern Bohemia is a top choice. 

“For the reception it depends on the size of weddings, style and of

course on a budget,” she said. Letenský zámeček, Žofín Garden and

Zlatá Studňa in Prague are often used restaurants.  

A hidden gem she cited was Host restaurant in Prague Castle.

“From hotels I can highly recommend Chateau Mcely, Kempinski

Hotel, Aria Hotel and The Augustine,” she said.

FINESTYLE
TEXT: raymond JoHnston
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But putting together such a wedding isn’t done overnight. “For an

international wedding we recommend nine to12 months at least to

book the perfect venues and inform all the guests well in advance.

But of course everything can be prepared in even a couple of

months,” Gatek said.

And if one or both of the people getting married is a foreigner, it

adds a few complications but nothing insurmountable. “I would say

compared to other countries it’s fairly simple to get married in the

Czech Republic. For a legally valid ceremony there are in general two

requested documents: a birth certificate and a no impediment docu-

ment, meaning there are no impediments for the marriage and the

marriage will be legally recognized by their home country,” she said.

“In case one or both of the couple are divorced or widowed then

appropriate documents have to be submitted. Of course we try to

make it easy for our clients and we help with the registry office

process, dealing with embassies and with a necessary visit of foreign-

er police for non-EU citizens.”

The cost of a wedding varies a lot. A small but beautiful wedding with

reception for 20 guests can be arranged for 85,000 Kč, but also the

same size of wedding can be done with lots of extras for 250,000 Kč.

Gatek expects that as the economy recovers, couples will again be

seeking fancier nuptials. “I think there is always a one-year time lag

so we can expect a boom in elaborate weddings next year,” she said. 

The agency has handled some large affairs. “Over the 10 years of

our business we have planned several elaborate weddings that were

two or three days long,” Gatek said. 

One of the most elaborate was an Indian wedding for 300 guests in

Prague in 2011. “We cooperated with Lebanese wedding planners who

were experienced with royal weddings. I believe it was the biggest wed-

ding Prague has seen lately. We were hired only three months prior the

wedding and had just a short time to organize all the vendors and pre-

pare the very complicated logistics for 300 international guests includ-

ing their VIP guests’ service for four days of events,” she said.
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T
he White Agency has also handled some celebrity wed-

dings. “One of the very famous weddings we have

organized with paparazzi at our backs was a beautiful

wedding for Italian goalkeeper Gigi Buffon and top

model Alena Šeredová,” she said, adding that the

agency handled the weddings of NHL hockey players Milan Michálek

and Ladislav Šmíd. “Also we have organized weddings for some local

celebrities such as TV moderator Petra Svoboda and a few finalists of

Miss Czech Republic,” she said.

While the spring and sum-

mer months are popular for

weddings, the agency is

busy all year. “We have

heard questions from our

friends during the low winter

season about what do we

do when we don’t have

many weddings to attend.

Well, there is a lot of work

prior the wedding itself.  We

do take care of everything

from the legal documents,

dealing with a registry office,

searching for the right

reception venue, creating a

wedding concept/theme, searching for new talented vendors, creat-

ing a time plan so there are no gaps, doing guests service (helping

with accommodation, travel), manage the wedding budgets with reg-

ular updates for the client, organizing hen nights, and so on,” she said. 

“Our jobs don’t finish with a successful coordination of the wedding

day. There is always work after the wedding – preparing and distribut-

ing thank you cards, finalizing the wedding video with the right music

and follow up with the legal documents,” she added.

Back in 2003 Gatek was asked by an expat friend to plan her first

destination wedding in Prague. That led to the start of the White

Agency. “We specialize in Prague as a wedding destination for expats

and international clients. We are based in Prague and also in London,”

Gatek said, adding that she divided her time between the two cities.

“Be it even a small wedding we always plan it to the last detail with

a personal approach.  Therefore we organize a maximum of around

40 weddings per year,” she said.

The agency also is always looking for new trends and inspiration.

“We visit international wedding shows regularly. I am proud that we

have been invited to a wedding congress in Athens this April for 100

top international wedding planners.  … We are honored to be chosen

as the only Czech member of the Little Black Book by Style Me

Pretty,” she said.

FINESTYLE
TEXT: raymond JoHnston
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bubbles are alWays better tHan riCe 
PHOTO GeorGe Hlobil
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The dream of a white wedding, with an elaborate dress, mountains of
flowers and a vast reception with scores of family members and
friends, has long transfixed women in Europe and North America.

ROMANCETRADITIONS
TEXT daniel bardsley
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I
n recent years, interest in such over-the-top nuptials has been

growing in China as rapid economic growth has given families

the buying power to pay for no-expense-spared weddings.

Estimates have suggested the Chinese wedding industry is

now worth as much as $80 billion annually, with about 10

million couples tying the knot each year in

the world’s most populous nation.

The costs quickly add up, as couples –

with a lot of financial help from their rela-

tives – splash out on elaborate photo

shoots, expensive dresses, banquets for

scores of people and once-in-a-lifetime

holidays.

In a country where many young adults

are the only child in their family – meaning

there are two sets of parents and four sets

of grandparents ready to help foot the bill

– no expense is spared.

“A wedding is an occasion to show off

wealth and status,” Raul Vasquez, president

of Weddings Beautiful China in Beijing, said

in an interview with Bloomberg last year.

One of the key expenses is the wedding

banquet, which well-off families will hold in

a five-star hotel. Perhaps more so than in

Europe or North America, these are not just

events to which relatives and friends are

invited: they are also a chance for the par-

ents of the bride and groom to cement

business relationships. That means many of

their associates, often people unknown to

the happy couple, will be invited, and the

guest list can swell dramatically.

The cost for each table of 10 can run to

the equivalent of about 1,000 euros, so

with about 200 guests typical, the cost can

reach as high as 20,000 euros.

Add on the price of the dress (up to

5,000 euros), the ceremony and the ring,

and a final wedding tally of 30,000 euros is

not unusual if the bride and groom come

have wealthy parents.

The growth in the amounts spent has

come as “love marriages” have replaced

arranged unions, a reflection of China’s

rapid move away from traditions to a more

individualistic society. 

Arranging a wedding often takes a huge amount of work. But in

China, there are dedicated stores that organize everything for the

couple, including the ceremony, photographs and wedding banquet. 

Western
wedding fever
sweeps China
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At these centers, couples can select a wedding package, which

can include a photo shoot in a picturesque location on a separate

date from the ceremony. Often, a couple will have a western-style

photo shoot, with the bride wearing a white wedding dress and the

man in a suit, and a separate Chinese set of pictures taken, for which

the couple wear traditional outfits.

Almost anyone who has spent large amounts of time in China will

have spotted couples having their pictures taken during the west-

ern-style photo shoot. Popular locations are attractive beaches or

the former foreign concessions, which have European-style build-

ings. It is not uncommon to come across an area where, at the same

time, half a dozen couples are being photographed, with each of

them accompanied by a photographer and an assistant who holds 

a large board to direct light at the man and woman.

The growth of China’s wedding industry has led the country’s 

jewelry sector to expand at a rapid pace, with the industry now 

valued at the equivalent of 56.1 billion euros a year.

In particular, the market for diamonds has expanded, with dia-

mond rings having replaced gold items as the key piece of jewelry

many brides seek when they marry.

“From 2006 until now we've seen a threefold increase, close to

200 percent, of Asian buyers purchasing jewelry worldwide. What

they've really focused on, of course, is diamonds,” Patti Wong, chair-

man of Sotheby's Asia, told Reuters in an interview reported in

September.

Sales of diamonds in China now total 16.8 billion euros a year,

which is three times the figure of five years ago and second to that

only in the United States, according to data from Euromonitor cited

by Reuters. Weddings in China are now big business and as the drag-

on economy continues to grow, couples and their families are set to

splash out ever larger amounts.

- Daniel Bardsley can be reached at dbardsley@praguepost.com

Wealthy families paying for expensive white weddings, as these
photos taken in Guangzhou show...

ROMANCETRADITIONS
TEXT daniel bardsley
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T
he big day doesn’t always look exactly the way the

happy couple envisioned it, and films from around the

world have always enjoyed using the importance of

the big day to exaggerate the small but inevitable last-

minute dramas, thereby making the resolution seem

like a panacea for all the ills the couple may ever suffer.

Here is a selection of films, from intimate to exuberant and from

farcical to deadly serious, that look at many of the possible ups and

downs the groom — but, more often, the bride — may have to face,

and sometimes, as in the Scandinavian entry on the list, the wedding

day is just the beginning of an entirely new set of wholly unforeseen

problems that need to be dealt with.

These 10 films may not be the first ones you think of when it

comes to planning for the big day (there’s no Wedding Crashers or

Bridesmaids, and definitely no Sex and the City), but together the

various approaches and angles provide a rich impression of the end-

less possibilities of tying the knot.

THE BRIDE OF FRANKENSTEIN (1935)

If a marriage is going to work, the love will need to be reciprocal.

That is what the poor monster of Frankenstein discovers to his and

our utter dismay; having been rejected by the townsfolk who don’t

understand him and tried to kill him at the end of the first

Frankenstein, the monster finally gets a mate, courtesy of the men-

tor of his creator, but the titular bride almost immediately rejects

him, leaving him dejected and thoroughly suicidal. A sequel every bit

as stylish and captivating as the first, this film has a surprising appre-

ciation for those looking for love.

>>
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all is Well tHat ends in a WeddinG. in tHe WeddinG
sinGer, robbie Hart (adam sandler) Has to Have
His Heart broKen before He finds true love.

Movies
to love & to cherish
A list of 10 wedding films to make you laugh and cry...
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THE BRIDE WORE BLACK (1968)

Hell hath no fury like a bride scorned, and in François Truffaut uneven

homage to the work of Hitchcock, Jeanne Moreau is terrifying as the

woman who has an ax to grind, and we only gradually come to realize

why she is offing the one man after the other. The film lacks the kind of

black humor that the Master of Suspense could pride himself on, but

Moreau’s portrayal of the wretched but determined Julie, the titular

bride, is utterly compelling.

FATHER OF THE BRIDE (1991)

Steve Martin is the father of the bride, and in the run-up to the big

day, it is not only up to him to cover the cost of the wedding, but also to

deal with the wedding planner, whose insistence on having the best of

everything sends Martin’s character into a tail spin with some pre-

dictable but thoroughly enjoyable moments. Diane Keaton is wonderful

as the mother of the bride who has to fuss over her husband more than

her daughter.

THE WEDDING BANQUET (1993)

Ang Lee’s feature-film début was ahead of its time, as it starred a gay

man from the United States who gets married to a woman from China

so that his parents can be happy and the woman can get a green card.

The parents are so happy about the news, they decide to splurge on the

wedding, which leads to a drunk groom and his new bride who quickly

takes advantage of the situation. The acting may not be top-class, but

the emotions are, and the film effortlessly strikes a quirky, gentle bal-

ance between comedy and drama.

FOUR WEDDINGS AND A FUNERAL (1994)

Sometimes, one wedding is not enough. This was one of Richard

Curtis’ first screenplays (he would go on to write other big romantic

comedies set in the United Kingdom, including Notting Hill, Bridget

Jones’s Diary and Love Actually), and Hugh Grant, in the lead role as the

clumsy Charles, has never been better. Filled with awkward moments

and turns of phrase, the film clearly enjoys putting its characters in a

bind, and the result is unbridled joy for the viewer. 

THE WEDDING SINGER (1998, PREVIOUS PAGE)

“I wanna make you smile whenever you’re sad/ Carry you around

when your arthritis is bad/ All I wanna do is grow old with you,” sings

Adam Sandler in this remarkably touching and insightful film about a

man who is still a child at heart and lives vicariously through others’

happiness, in which he plays a not-at-all-insignificant part. The film fea-

tures one of the best performances of Sandler’s career and hits the right

notes, as it were, with its simple but deft commentary on relationships.

MONSOON WEDDING (2001)

What do you do when it rains on

your wedding day? What if the

heavens open up, and the mon-

soon bears down? The show must

go on, and in Mira Nair’s film, which

won the Golden Lion at the Venice

Film Festival, we are immersed in

an exuberant display of light, color

and high melodrama with more

characters than we can keep track

of. The multicolored patchwork (or,

sometimes, clash) of character, tra-

dition and language is immediately

accessible to an audience of almost any background and ultimately

very stirring.

THE BRIDE WORE 
BLACK POSTER

ROMANCETRADITIONS
TEXT andré Crous

WHAT MAKES WEDDING MOVIES SO
ENDURINGLY POPULAR? IS IT THE
RELATABLE FAMILY DYNAMICS? THE
COMEDY? THE LAVISH MOVIE WED-
DINGS? THE ROMANCE? THE QUES-
TION REMAINS UNANSWERED,
LARGELY BECAUSE THE ‘WEDDING
MOVIES’ GENRE IS SO VARIED.
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MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (2002, ABOVE)

A Greek girl from Chicago has reached the age of 30, and every-

one expects her to get married as soon as possible. She meets Mr.

Right, but her family keeps interfering despite their best intentions.

At times utterly madcap, Nia Vardalos’ big fat hit had catchy dia-

logue and was massive when it hit the circuit in 2002, eventually

making a profit of some 7,200 percent on its tiny $5 million budget.

This depiction of the cultural melting pot remains one of the most

memorable wedding films of the past few years. 

CORPSE BRIDE (2005)

While the idea of Tim Burton doing a wedding may send shivers

down your spine, such metaphors don’t really apply to the undead,

as their bodies consist mostly of colorful limbs stitched together by

Burton’s team. This stop-motion animation, barely an hour long, fol-

lows the story of young Victor (voiced by the dependable Johnny

Depp) who will soon marry Victoria, but

his yearning for a perfect wedding propos-

al (he practices on a tree root in the for-

est) has some unexpected fallout. This is

one of Burton’s best films.

AFTER THE WEDDING (2006, BELOW)

Revelations on the wedding day are

one of the key ingredients of a wedding

film, but in the case of this Danish film, the

revelation has far-reaching consequences

for one of the guests. Mads Mikkelsen

plays an employee at an orphanage in

India who goes back home to Denmark to

ask a corporation for financial support, but

when he gets invited to the CEO’s daugh-

ter’s wedding, ghosts from the past rise up and make him question

his life choices. A breathtaking film that won’t leave you unaffected.

- André Crous can be reached at acrous@praguepost.com
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N
ot everyone in a relationship gets married, so while

some people have an impressive set of wedding

photos to show off, other couples who haven’t

walked that last mile often have nothing but pic-

tures shot in a mirror with a mobile phone. 

But it doesn’t have to be this way. A number of professional pho-

tographers specialize in portraits of couples and individuals who

want to add a bit of glamour to their lives. Some studios do only

retro-style shoots with a certain number of props to choose from,

while other photographers work more closely to customize the

shoot to the client’s wishes. 

“Some clients have specific ideas they want to do, but mostly they

just give me a general frame of the style and the feel of the pictures

they want and I go from there, guiding them throughout the whole

photo shoot. Styling, poses and everything else is under my direc-

tion,” said Jan Wasserbauer, the proprietor of JanW photography, told

the Prague Post. His career has stretched from Asia to North America,

and he has had both group and solo shows of his artistic work.

Preparation is one the keys to a good shoot, and almost anything

can be accomplished. “I do have quite a lot of accessories and out-

fits in my studio, and there are theater costume rentals if clients

want something that I don't have,” he said. 

The amount of photos is up to the client, but set packages range

from five photos up to an entire 12-month calendar of your poses.

Treat yourself 
to a fashion shoot
Couples and individuals can get the same look as models

ROMANTICGIFTIDEAS
TEXT raymond JoHnston
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Glamour pHotos by
Jan Wasserbauer of

JanW pHotoGrapHy.



The basic shoot takes about two hours including makeup, accord-

ing to Wasserbauer. “Most of the photo shoots take place in a studio,

since it is less time consuming than on location. There is less plan-

ning, dependency on weather, availability and so on,” he said.

But if a client wants a more complex look, they can choose any

other location. “From beautifully designed hotel rooms that are ideal

for boudoir-style shoots to nature settings, even a seaside photo

shoot is not a problem, the Baltic coast is only seven hours away and

there are some gorgeous locations there,” he said.

For the best results, Wasserbauer prefers to work with a skeleton

crew. “From my experience the fewer people around this kind of

photo shoot is better, so I usually try to keep it to minimum, just me

and a makeup artist. For most of my clients it’s the first time in front

of the camera, so they are nervous and easily distracted and I need

them to focus on camera and my guidance,” he said.

Some people and couples opt for an intimate look in their photos.

“Communication with clients is in this case as important as photog-

raphy skills; if you can't make people feel comfortable, pictures will

show it. I think treating it as something 'normal' and not 'risqué' is

first good step,” he said.

“I always try to create calm, intimate and easy atmosphere in the

studio and take time before the shoot to explain the course of photo

shoot. Contrary to what most of the people think, nude or glamour

photo shoot is more like an hour of very boring yoga class, no mat-

ter how 'sexy' resulting pictures are,” he added. 

For many clients, the end result can be very reassuring. Most fash-

ion photos in magazines are staged and retouched to create a perfect

image. With some skills behind the camera and at the computer,

clients can often get results that they didn’t think were possible.

“Generally the feeling I get is that clients get more self-confidence. We

all are now bombarded with pictures of 'ideal' people and because of

that women especially are often very critical of themselves, so for

them to have 'proof' that they look beautiful and that some of their

'flaws' are just their imagination must be uplifting,” he said.
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T
he Czech Republic could be described as the world’s

beer capital, given that its citizens are the largest per

capita consumers of the beverage anywhere on earth.

It is appropriate then that some of the major brew-

eries offer guided tours, where visitors can get a little

closer to the country’s favorite alcoholic drink by seeing how it is

made and bottled.

In Prague, a whole new twist on the beer experience is now on

offer, and it is one that is said to appeal to many romantic couples.

Spa Beerland Prague allows visitors to have a relaxing Jacuzzi bath in

a liquid that includes many beer ingredients, all while they are hav-

ing a glass or two of beer to drink. Taking a formula that has proved

popular in Karlovy Vary, where the same group of owners has an

established beer spa, the Prague venue has already attracted

tourists from far and wide since opening several months ago.

There are two rooms featuring oak Jacuzzis that contain more

than just warm water. A bucket is used to mix a large spoonful of

hops, a large spoonful of yeast, plus some beer, and this is poured

into the Jacuzzi, so visitors are said to benefit from a dose of essen-

tial oils (from the hops) and vitamin B (from the yeast).

“It’s all natural ingredients. It’s not chemicals. It’s only good stuff.”

One of the rooms is called the Beer Spa and contains two

Jacuzzis, each with space for two people, plus a large double bed

A spa with a
drinkable difference
Beer-themed venue with Krušovice on tap and water containing
hops and yeast is popular with couples

ROMANTICGIFTIDEAS
TEXT daniel bardsley
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covered with straw. The other room, known as Spa Beerland, has

three Jacuzzis with space for two people each, plus a bed for four

and a sauna. There are also WCs in a separate room.

The water in the Jacuzzi tends to be green in color, thanks to the

hops, and people are advised not to shower for a few hours after

getting out, in order to gain the full benefits of the oils and vitamins.

Each room is rented by the hour, and for the first 25 minutes visi-

tors sit in the Jacuzzis, after which they rest on the straw-covered

bed, which has sheets and blankets. Visitors can use bathing cos-

tumes if they like – or just wear their birthday suits.

Dark and light beer is available for free and there are 0.25 liter, 0.5

liter and 1.0 liter glasses.

“During the hour, you can drink as much beer as you want – dark

and light Krušovice beers, it’s unlimited,”

said Kolářová.

With music playing softly in the back-

ground, the beer spa is said to be popular

with couples looking for a novel way to

spend some romantic time together.

“Couples come very often – boyfriend

and girlfriend, husband and wife. They

take one Jacuzzi for two and they enjoy

their time here. Sometimes they come

with kids,” added Kolářová.

The venue opened a little over four

months ago and was particularly busy in

December, a popular month for foreign

tourists. Visitors have come from countries such as Denmark,

Germany, Russia, Sweden, the United Kingdom and the United

States. Rooms are rented on an hourly basis and any individual or

group has sole use for that time.

“There are [other beer spas] but they have a different kind of sys-

tem. They’re not private like this one,” said Kolářová.

The spa is open from 10 am to 10 pm seven days a week, and

prices for one hour start at 1,600 Kč for smaller room for one per-

son, and rise to 10,000 Kč per hour for one hour’s rental of both

rooms. A couple using a single Jacuzzi pays 2,300 Kč to use the

smaller room and 3,000 Kč to use the larger room. For those keen to

take a little something away from their visit, branded liquid soap and

shower gel is on sale. But mostly it is the experience itself people

visit for. They tend not to be disappointed, said Kolářová. 

“People come and say they’ve not seen anything like this before.

Then they come out and say it was amazing and they’ve enjoyed it

so much,” she said.

- Daniel Bardsley can be reached at dbardsley@praguepost.com
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IT MASSAGES YOUR BODY, IT OPENS UP
YOUR PORES. IT TAKES THE HARMFUL
INGREDIENTS OUT OF YOUR BODY,” SAID
KATEř INA KOLÁřOVÁ FROM THE SPA.

a Cozy bed for four
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HUNGARY

One weekend: 
Romance in Budapest
The Paris of the East offers a somewhat affordable getaway...
there are the romantic markets, great food, beautiful people and
lots of old world charm... so what are you waiting for?

ROMANTICDESTINATIONS
TEXT franCis pruett PHOTO: visitbudapest
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T
hrough some miracle of timing and oversight by the

black gods of modern economics, you have a week-

end and a bit of extra cash at the same time. The

space-time continuum has not been ruptured, yet

somehow your beloved is also free and will not be

washing her hair. It is high time for a

romantic journey. We humbly suggest

Budapest.

Budapest is, in all likelihood, the best

romantic getaway you can get, afford,

enjoy and return from in time to resume

your daily toil on Monday morning. It’s

close to everyone and everything in Europe

(Only one hour flying in from Prague, and

thee-ish hours or less from the UK), and

sports much of the old Europe that is slow-

ly disappearing elsewhere, and has count-

less romantic possibilities.

Budapest is loaded with cultural, archi-

tectural and historical lore and locations.

Not a single one of them lacks in old-world

charm. But for a single weekend, there are

definitely a higher concentration of places

to be seen staying near the 5th District.

You’ll want to arrange accommodations

nearby and explore, since the best shop-

ping, most interesting architecture and

most romantic spots are all within a rather

pleasant scenic walk of this hub.

A romantic stay can be had in a number

of smaller and more intimate venues.

Perhaps the best is the Brody House,

(1088 Budapest, Bródy Sándor utca 10, Tel.

+36 (1) 266 1211, http://brodyhouse.com).

Aside from its boutique ambience is a deep

knowledge of the best nooks and crannies

in the city’s creative and social space, many

dreamt up by the Brody folks themselves.

If you prefer the modern, you might try

Bohem Art Hotel (1056 Budapest, Molnár

utca 35, Tel. +36 (1) 327 9020,

http://bohemarthotel.hu). Filled with the

works of local artists, this spot is known for

an excellent breakfast and efficient service.

If you merely need a space to hold your

bags and provide some privacy while you

wander the charming streets of the Paris

of The East, you will find many hostels

offer private rooms and even full apart-

ments in the area. One such place is The Astoria City Hostel
(http://astoriacityhostel.hu). 

Plan to check in and head out immediately on Friday. If you land-
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ed hungry, you have a rich selection to choose from cuisine-wise.

Stex Ház (1085 Budapest, József körút 55-57, Tel. +36 (1) 318

5716, http://stexhaz.hu) offers steak and a number of delicious local

favourites. You can relax here, tables are available in privacy. But if

you can call ahead, a locals’ favourite is Frici Papa Kifőzdéje
(1077 Budapest, Király utca 55, +36 �(1) 351 0197 http://fricipapa.hu).

Inexpensive but delicious and charming, it is nearly always packed

with locals, and for good reason. Of course, you can try any of the

uncountable kebab shops and pizza stands for something on the go.

Arriving on a Friday night, the best start to your romantic weekend

may be a stroll into the rollicking nightlife of the 7th District. The for-

mer Jewish ghetto is home to Szimpla Kert, the first of the world-

famous Budapest ruin pubs. The bar’s little cousin is a few blocks

away and specializes in Berlin and Budapest craft beers (and some

quieter nooks to get close in). Information on both is available in

English (www.szimpla.hu/en). Whimsical does not begin to describe

Szimpla’s ambience. From there, you can either visit another, even

more unusual ruin pub, such as Instant (http://instant.co.hu), or a

mellower spot like Csendes, (http://csend.es), where you may pro-

fess your love on the wall for all to see as you please.

A good, romantic Saturday might start off with breakfast at New
York Café (http://newyorkcafe.hu) in the Boscolo Budapest
Hotel. A historical and opulent surrounding for a cuppa indeed, it

will dazzle and set a romantic tone for the day ahead. From there, it

is a great idea to take the tram outside toward Margitsziget
(Margaret Island) for a stroll to some ruins and a visit to the singing

fountain, or transfer to the oldest metro line in Europe, the

Millenium line (the very old-school cool Line 1) to Hero’s Square

(Hősök tere). Here you’ll find the Museum of Fine Art and

Városliget, the city park that plays host to a castle built in com-

memoration of 1000 years of Hungary, as well as seasonal events

and museums of every stripe.

Rather than taking a heavy lunch, try a menu offering at any local

place. These are multicourse daily specials that offer multiple small-

er courses of local fare. Better yet, save your hunger and make it to

the Great Market Hall (1093 Budapest, Vámház körút 1-3) before

2 p.m., and browse the open air market bazaar in this architectural

gem as you hunt trinkets for your memories. The second floor is

filled with souvenirs of the handmade kind and hot food, served

both in a rather cosy restaurant and casually, as takeaway.

When you’re done taking in the Great Market, walk outside and

cross the Liberty Bridge to the foot of Gellert Hill. You’ll find a cave

church here, just above the street, that is as romantic as it is beauti-

ful and interesting (www.sziklatemplom.hu). Finish your climb to the

top as the sun sets to view the city coming to light and life below,

and descend again to the Gellert baths, or, a short walk away, the

Rudas baths (unisex on weekends). These thermal baths, one a lux-

urious modernized facility and the other a preserved and updated

Turkish historical site, are the most relaxing way to end the day. Both

offer pampering in the form of spa services (http://spasbudapest.com). 

If you like cruises, I recommend Budapest’s dinners aboard, which

follow the beautifully lit night-time Danube. Highlights are the pas-

sage by Buda Castle, the Neo-gothic Parliament Building and

Chain Bridge (http://budapestdanubecruisedinner.com). But if you

want to stay ashore with your paramour, or you lingered in the

baths, then no ambience can beat that of Onyx (http://.onyxrestau-

rant.hu/en), a one-star Michelin restaurant. Too much? Then perhaps

a visit to Drop Shop (http://dropshop.hu) for lighter fare and truly

amazing selection of wines is a better bet with a smoother finish.

Sunday morning is not the most bustling time in Budapest, but

coffee shops abound. When you finish, wander across the Chain

Bridge and walk to the Fisherman’s Bastion. If you have a later

flight, the perfect end is a walking tour of the Buda Castle District,

both free. If you have time and want one last bit of Hungarian cui-

sine, your last stop should be Rivalda (www.rivalda.net), a restau-

rant in the castle with a view and a reasonable lunch menu to boot.

Flying home will seem like the worst idea ever, but you will have

left an impression your love won’t soon forget. 
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Czech-born designer first made her 
name in the Persian Gulf

O
ne of the more successful dress designers to come

from the Czech lands, Blanka Matragi has made an

international career for herself that includes royal

weddings in the Persian Gulf.  But you don’t have

to be royalty to obtain one of her dresses. She

also makes affordable dresses can be ordered in one of her bou-

tiques, including one in Prague, and Haute Couture dresses

made-to-measure. Her work can also be seen at an exhibition

called Tiimeless at Obecní dům in Prague until the end of

August 2014.

Dress design was not her first choice. Blanka 

was born into a family of glass cutters in

Světlá nad Sázavou and studied glass-

making up through secondary school. In

1974 she applied to study fashion at the

Academy of Arts, Architecture and 

Design Prague.

FINESTYLE
TEXT FEATURES DESK

Blanka Matragi 
adds the royal 
touch to her
big day...
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A
s a student she managed some signifi-

cant achievements, the first of which

was a victory in the Young Fashion

Designers competition in Liberec,

which she won in 1976 with her collec-

tion for Jitex, a textile firm that still exists. Blanka

designed her logo during this time, and it has remained

unchanged. 

She began to draw media attention and started to

dress Czechoslovak celebrities such as Lenka Filipová

and Hana Zagorová, as well as make film costumes. 

She then became acquainted with Makram Matragi, a

Lebanese student at the Czech Technical University.

After approximately two years of dating they married on

Dec. 22, 1979. After graduating in 1980, she moved with

her husband to Lebanon.

They were supposed to stay in Lebanon only for the

time necessary to get a visa to Saudi Arabia, but since

Blanka had a communist passport she was denied the

visa. They decided to stay in Lebanon. Despite the ongo-

ing civil war she began immediately to design and in

1982 opened her own salon, Blanka Haute Couture.

She drew the attention of high society again, and thanks

to recommendations Blanka found clients among the

royal palaces of the Persian Gulf. In 1987 she designed

uniforms for police and military forces of Abu Dhabi.

Since 1997, Blanka has regularly returned to the Czech

Republic to present her Haute Couture creations. The 

public also enthusiastically adopted designer's first autobi-

ography titled Blanka Matragi, an award-winning Czech

bestseller in 2006. The year 2011 was very hectic for

Blanka, with the second part of her autobiography, 

I Go On, being released and a new boutique opening in

Prague. This was in addition to the launch of a ready-to-

wear collection and the opening of the Timeless exhibition.

The next year, Blanka participated in the symposium

Enamel Art Vítkovice, where she created three-dimen-

sional enamel sculptures. She also hasn’t forgotten her

original training and family heritage, and showed off a

dress made of glass at the International Glass

Symposium in Nový Bor.

Blanka has recently launched an e-shop with not only

her dresses, but accessories and jewelry, as well as

porcelain and other items that she has designed.
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"NOW JOIN YOUR HANDS,
AND WITH YOUR HANDS
YOUR HEARTS."

-WILLIAM SHAKESPEARE




